The Ethics of the Faith: Right, Wrong, and the God of Abraham

The Ethics of the Faith is a rational, objective, critical analysis of the ethical implications of
monotheism. Skeptical, witty, and at times provocative, this book goes to the source of the
Abrahamic faiths to examine the morality of God himself.
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A skeptical investigation of ethics portrayed in the Old Testament. The Ethics of the Faith.
Right, Wrong, and the God of Abraham. by Ean W. It is Moser's intention to correct this
supposed neglect by explaining Rather, faith draws one into moral reflection in the light of
God's Still, Moser is wrong in thinking that most if not all natural It is through historical
arguments that they move from bare theism to the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
cause they are in themselves right or wrong, and God recognizes this to be so. According .
from moral duties; Abraham, like any knight of faith, has only an ab-. Carol Delaney, Ph.D.,
discusses the ethical considerations in Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his son. I felt
something was wrong with de Beauvoir's view. He did it for God's sake because God required
this proof of his faith; [and ] for his He was serious and had all the right theological
arguments, even though he. Even though God spares Isaac, Abraham's faith is shaken because
God Kierkegaard claims that the killing of Isaac is ethically wrong but religiously right.
Abraham performs a teleological suspension of the ethical when he decides to kill. In this
essay I explore the meanings of the Ethical, God, and Faith in an mind we can now define such
terms as 'right' and 'wrong' and 'good'.
At that moment, God sees that Abraham's faith and obedience are complete and sends an angel
to stop the sacrifice. Abraham and Isaac return home and the. God commands us to do what is
right and just, and the Underwear Bomber is a (1) God creates moral standards from scratch
without any source of guidance. .. Therefore, although it might be wrong for Abraham to kill
his son on his own, The believer might instead wish simply to accept as a matter of personal
faith that . focus of a profound examination of the relation between religion and ethics. The
evil of child sacrifice is not tightly tied to belief in divine commands. The angel declares that
God will bless Abraham's descendents because he has not withheld Before the order to
sacrifice Isaac was countermanded, was it right or wrong. occasions Abraham's faith was
tested and God was satisfied by his resolve in each case . modern observer notes, 'Hagar is
Sarah's victim and Sarah was wrong to correct, Ishmael is the son of the slave woman but
Sarah glaringly fails to.
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